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Bugzone
Created by Ralph Wilson

Story by Ralph Wilson & Shae Wilson

LOGLINE:
An insecure ant, in an effort to impress his co-worker inadvertently becomes a member of the 
Bugtonics, a crime-fighting group that protects the citizens of Bugzone. 

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Families ages 6 and up

SYNOPSIS:   
The story begins with a funeral honoring the passing of Madam Butterfly.  She was one of the 

founding members of the Bugtonics. Madam Butterfly was adored by millions and considered to be 
a goddess. Meanwhile, across town a burglary is taking place at one of the local banks. Arthur the 
ant is one of the security guards and he is hopelessly in love with his co-worker, Julia.  In attempts 
to impress her, Arthur decides to take matters into his own hands by trying to stop the robbers.  His 
efforts put his life and others in jeopardy and unfortunately the robbers get away. Arthur looses his 
job because he did not hit the Bugtonics alert button, which was the protocol he chose to ignore. 

Feeling humiliated and disgraced from the Bugzone community, Arthur runs away from home.  
He enters the forbidden zone, an outskirt region where the citizens of the Bugzone never go.  On his 
journey, he discovers the Beehive station and recognizes the robbers from the bank.  After stealing 
the community’s source of power, Arthur finds out that the Killer Bees want to take over Bugzone.  
Arthur is captured and tortured by the Bees.  Being concerned about Arthur, Julia sets out to find 
him.  After a series of adventures in the forbidden zone, Julia locates his whereabouts and quickly 
notifies the Bugtonics. The killer bees set a series of traps for the Bugtonics while they enter the 
forbidden zone. Of course it doesn’t last for long.

The Bugtonics arrive at the Beehive and a fierce battle breaks out, but it is too late to save 
Arthur’s life. Arthur is stung in the heart and thrown into the reactor by Muststing the Killer Bee. 
Left for dead, everyone is in complete shock.  Julia is devastated from this dramatic turn of events.  
During this battle between the Bugtonics and the Killer Bees, a massive explosion from the reactor 
occurs.  Arthur emerges from the mist of smoke completely rejuvenated with amazing powers.  He 
is transformed into a ultimate fighting machine and helps the Bugtonics defeat the Killer Bees and 
the Deadly Wasps.  Slinky the caterpillar also transforms into a Majestic Butterfly. 

Once our heroes return home, we see them in their everyday lives. Weebee singing to Raw, 
Gigabyte in the hot tub with two hot lady bugs, Whiplash signing autographs to fans, Sparxx teaching 
school, and Sir Stick teaching kung fu.  While Arthur and Julia finally enjoy their first date together. 
All of a sudden we hear a loud boom, something crash lands from outer space. The watch bands on 
the Bugtonics flashes signaling them to action. Arthur looks at his new watch with a smile as Julia 
says, “Go get um Tiger”. Arthur joins the group as Action Ant. We see his fancy costume for the first 
time, as they come together and continue to protect the citizens of Bugzone.  



Bugzone
Feature 2D Animation

LOGLINE:
An insecure ant, in an effort to impress his co-worker inadvertly becomes a member of the 

Bugtonics, a crime-fighting group that protects the citizens of Bugzone.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
Families ages 6 and up

TYPE OF STORY
Action, adventure, love story

Introduction of the Characters

Bugzone Logo: What is Bugzone?  It is a community of insects only! There are no 

humans.  Everything you see in our world is identical to theirs. Their 

world is very metropolis with beautiful bright colors.  It’s also a very 

happy place where all bugs coexist.  Within this community ants are 

considered the weakest of the bugs. 

Arthur:  He’s a shy, insecure ant whose job is a security guard at a bank.  Arthur 

idolizes the Bugtonics.  In his room, all over his walls, are pictures of the 

Bugtonics.  He’s always dreamed of being a crime-fighter and wanted to 

be a cop.  Unfortunately, things did not work out for him. Within Arthur 

lies the heart of a hero.  Therefore he chose to become a security 

guard, second best thing to becoming a cop.  Arthur is hopelessly 

in love with Julia and is constantly trying to impress her. (Side note): 

Arthur tried to get Julia a cup of coffee but tripped and spilled it all over 

himself.  Everyone ridiculed him for it.

Julia: Julia is the beautiful ant that Arthur is in love with.  She is smart, 

confident and knows what she wants in life.  She is the senior teller at 

the bank where Arthur works.  Julia likes “Manly” type bugs (the strong 

silent type). Julia is aware of Arthur’s crush but she has no idea how 

deeply he’s in love with her.



The Bugtonics

Who are they: A crime fighting, super heroes group with members that have spectacular 

abilities.  When signaled, they defend the citizens of Bugzone.

Madame Butterfly: Story begins honoring the death of this beautiful creature.  M.B. was 

considered a goddess amongst the bugs. She was filled with cosmic 

knowledge and healing abilities. Her wings were a light show on it’s 

own. Everyone looked up to her. She was one of the original-founding 

members of the Bugtonics. The entire town was in attendance.

 Meanwhile, across town a bank is being robbed (please refer to synopsis 

for continuation of story)

Sir Stick a.k.a. Stanley: He is one of the 1st Bugtonic members to arrive on the scene 

(Unfortunately the robbers got away).  Sir Stick is a walking stick with 

awesome martial artists skills.  (Side note) Sir Stick tells Arthur “It’s all 

right lil’ buddy, I know you were only trying to help”, Sir Stick told Arthur 

this to lift up his spirits. (Later on that evening Arthur looses his job).    

The rest of the group shows up

Sparxx a.k.a. Beatrice: She’s our lovely ladybug who’s also our group leader.  Sparxx has 

the ability to transmit electricity from her antennas.  Her shield is a 

protective weapon that can be used as a battering ram with speed and 

power. She’s known for being level headed and wise.

Whiplash a.k.a. Rick: He’s our super cool firefly.  Whiplash loves any attention he can get 

especially from the ladies.  He loves the paparazzi and he’s very flashy. 

Whiplash has super speed; night vision and can shoot flames from his 

hands and abdomen.

Slinky a.k.a. May: This beautiful caterpillar is very young and on the verge of becoming 

a butterfly.  Slinky has telepathic abilities.  She’s able to stretch great 

distances and tunnel through earth.  She also can shoot webbings from 

her mouth.  Slinky has a very caring nature that other bugs look up to.  

She’s someone they can trust and she’s the baby of the group that 

everyone’s look out for.



Gigabyte a.k.a. Roger: Gigabyte is a super cool beetle.  His exterior is very high tech and his 

insides are filled with the latest scientific gadgets. He has the ability 

to fly at great altitudes and shoot powerful blasts from his hands and 

chest. Gigabyte loves the ladies and they love him back.  His home is an 

expensive mansion also filled with high tech gadgets and computers.

Raw a.k.a. Douglas: Raw is our uncontrollable, super strong cockroach.  He is massive in 

size and very hard to stop.  When his adrenalin is up, he is untamable. 

Weebee a.k.a. Phonic: Weebee is our adorable knat. She is very tiny and has the ability to 

shrink down to microscopic proportions. Weebee has a very powerful 

sonic scream.  She is also Raw’s girlfriend (it’s a beauty and the beast 

type of relationship).  Weebee is the only one that can calm him down 

by singing a beautiful hymn. 

Muststing: He is a killer bee with an attitude.  He is the leader of a swarm of killer 

bees.  He has razor sharp claws and aren’t afraid to use them. His tail is 

deadly and poisonous. If you come near him he will sting you, therefore 

representing his name to the fullest.

Klector: Is the most dangerous wasp of them all.  He uses a ticking noise as 

a form of communication between the wasps.  Klector is very creepy 

looking.  His claws alone are enough to scare any bug.  Years ago, the 

Killer Bees and the Wasps were deadly enemies.  Now, they’ve joined 

forces to become a powerful criminal organization.

Action Ant a.k.a. Arthur: Arthur was captured and tortured by the Killer Bees.  He was thrown into 

a reactor and left for dead.  After an explosion occurred, Arthur’s body 

came out rejuvenated.  He turned into an ultimate fighting machine 

known as Action Ant!!! Later action Ant joined the Bugtonics and became 

its new leader.



Bugzone
Physical Description of Bugtonic Characters   

1). ANT/ ARTHUR/ ACTION ANT: ability to run & jump at a high speed; incredibly fast, 

super physical strength plus acrobatic skills of an 

athlete

2).  CATERPILLAR/ MAY/ SLINKY: telepathic abilities, able to stretch great distances, 

tunneling through small places

3).  BUTTERFLY/ MAY/ MADAME BUTTERFLY: healing abilities, full of cosmic knowledge, rainbow 

powers, able to fly

4).  WALKING STICK/ STANLEY/ SIR STICK: martial artist

5).  LADY BUG/ BEATRICE/ SPARXX: lightening bolts from antennas, shell used as a 

protective shield and able to fly

6). BEETLE/ ROGER/ GIGABYTE: electronic components, metallic exoskeleton, 

energy beams, able to fly in high altitudes

7). COCKROACH/ DOUGLAS/ RAW: uncontrollable super strength 

8). KNAT/ WEEBEE/ PHONIC: shrinking ability, sonic scream, able to fly

9). FIREFLY/ RICK/  WHIPLASH: super speed, night vision, able to fly flame blast



ARTHUR
The Security Guard

Ability to run & jump at a 

high speed; incredibly fast, super 

physical strength plus acrobatic 

skills of an athlete



JULIA



MADAM BUTTERFLY
healing abilities, full of cosmic 

knowledge, rainbow powers, 

able to fly



SIR STICK
martial artist



SPARXX
telepathic abilities, able to stretch 

great distances, tunneling through 

small places



WHIPLASH
super speed, night 

vision, able to fly 

flame blast



SLINKY

telepathic abilities, 

able to stretch great 

distances, tunneling 

through small places



GIGABYTE
electronic components, 

metallic exoskeleton, 

energy beams, 

able to fly in 

high altitudes



RAW & WEEBEE
Raw: uncontrollable 

super strength

Weebee: shrinking 

ability, sonic 

scream, 

able to fly



MUSTSTING



KLECTOR



ACTION ANT
Ability to run & jump 

at a high speed; 

incredibly fast, super 

physical strength plus 

acrobatic 



Bugzone WISHLIST
Voice consideration for the following Characters

BUG	 NAME	 CODE	NAME	 CONSIDERATION

ANT: ARTHUR ACTION ANT SHIA LaBEOUF  

BUTTERFLY: MAY MADAME BUTTERFLY UMA THURMAN

FEMALE ANT: JULIA LOVE INTEREST SHAE WILSON

LADY BUG: BEATRICE SPARXX JESSICA ALBA

BEETLE: ROGER GIGABYTE ROBERT DOWNEY JR.
  
CATERPILLAR: MAY SLINKY DEMI MOORE

WALKING STICK: STANLEY SIR STICK USHER

KNAT: WEEBEE PHONIC DREW BARRYMOORE

FIREFLY: DRAKE WHIPLASH SHAWN ASHMORE

COCKROACH: DOUGLAS RAW VING RHAMES

WASP: KLECTOR   CHRISTOPHER WALKEN

KILLER BEE: MUSTSTING  JACK NICHOLSON 




